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 CLEANING | Floorcare Machines

Truvox Valet Battery Upright
This battery powered upright vacuum is lightweight and powerful. Lithium ion battery that provides 
60 + minutes of runtime. HEPA bag included. Convenient carry handle for easy transportation. 
Comfortable handle grip. 

Weighing only 5kg makes it ideal for transporting between cleaning jobs. Ideal for day-time 
cleaning and where electricity points are not easily accessible. 

DESCRIPTION MOTOR POWER CODE

3 Truvox Valet Upright 312 W VBU

FLOORCARE MACHINES

Fimap Scrubbing Machines
Genie scrubbing machine is ideal for cleaning floors in small and cluttered spaces with a surface 
area of less than 1,000 sq.m., such as: offices, restaurants, bars, wellness centres, hair salons, 
boutiques, laundrettes, school classrooms, medical and dental clinics, veterinary clinics, chemist’s, 
rest homes, theatres, kitchens, workshops, supermarkets, butcher’s shops, train stations, subway 
stations, airports, homes, hotels, etc.
 
It’s the perfect scrubbing machine for cleaning small surfaces that are currently being cleaned 
manually. Genie is revolutionary because it automates manual cleaning systems, thus ensuring 
considerable savings for the user.

Henry Compact Tub Vac
The new compact Henry has all the features of Henry 200 in a smaller package. It’s not just Henry’s 
size and weight that has changed, he’s always ready to go with all new on-board accessory 
storage and improved floor tool docking. The cable and storage rewind system remains trouble 
free and spring free, keeping everything neat and tidy. Professional specification brings a 10m 
power cable and 6L drum capacity, keeping you cleaning for longer. 

Energy efficient - A rated. High Efficiency Motor - Numatic high efficiency long life motor. 10 Metre 
Cable - Easy reach, 10 metre cable and rewind storage system. TriTex Filtration System - Improves 
filtration, cleanliness and capacity. On-board Accessory Storage - Tools are always to hand. Wand 
Docking - Convenient, on-board wand docking storage. HepaFlo - Easy to change high efficiency 
HepaFlo bags. Professional Accessory Set - A tool for every job.

Numatic Dry Tub Vac
The commercial version of the Henry has a longer power cable at 12.5 metres long, where a 
standard Henry only has a 10 metre power cable. A stronger drum design intended for commercial 
applications. A bumper ring around the front wheels provides protection for Henry should he 
bump into anything. 

Larger front wheels, this improves stability and mobility over uneven surfaces. Supplied with NPH1 
Kit. TwinFlo power, Hi-Lo operation, Tritex filtration.

DESCRIPTION MOTOR POWER CODE

1 Numatic Dry Tub Vac 620W NRV200-22

Filter Bags , Pk 10  604015

DESCRIPTION MOTOR POWER CODE

2 Henry Compact HVR160 620W 902395

DESCRIPTION CODE

4 Fimap Genie B 104032

5 Fimap My16 B 104033
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